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As a ferroelectric for non-volatile Fer-
roelectric Random Access Memory, Bi4-
xLnxTi3O12-based materials (Ln: rare earth
element) have drawn much attention be-
cause of the high remanent polarization,
low coercive field and good fatigue char-
acteristics. Recently, we have focused on
these ferroelectric oxides, and have inves-
tigated the crystal structures by using neu-
tron diffractions. As a result, it was demon-
strated that TiO6 octahedra in the crys-
tals distorted considerably and the spon-
taneous polarization calculated from the
atomic positions corresponded to the rema-
nent polarization measured by using a fer-
roelectric test system. In addition, we also
reported that ferroelectric properties of the
Bi4-xLnxTi3O12 were much improved by
a partial substitution of a transition metal,
such as Mo, for the Ti site. However, an in-
fluence of the transition metal doping on
the crystal structure is still obscure.

From such background, we
measured neutron diffraction pat-
terns of (Bi,La)4(Ti,Mo)3O12 and
(Bi,Nd)4(Ti,Mo)3O12, and then analyzed
their crystal structures by the Rietveld
method.

We synthesized (Bi,La)4(Ti,Mo)3O12 and
(Bi,Nd)4(Ti,Mo)3O12 by means of a con-
ventional solid-state reaction. Preliminary
phase identifications were carried out by
powder X-ray diffraction measurements.
The metal compositions and valences were
evaluated by ICP and XAFS(KEK PF), re-
spectively. We also evaluated the ferroelec-
tric properties by P-E hysteresis loops and
dielectric measurements. Neutron diffrac-
tion patterns of the products were mea-
sured at room temperature in air by HER-
MES installed at JRR-3.

X-ray diffraction patterns confirmed
that all the Mo-substituted samples had a
single phase of the layered perovskite-type
structure, which was the same structure as
the (Bi,Ln)4Ti3O12. Their analytical metal
compositions were essentially equal to the
nominal ones, and Mo at the Ti site was
supposed to be hexavalent based on the re-
sults of XANES measurements. From the
P-E hysteresis loops, it was demonstrated
that Mo substitution enhanced the rema-
nent polarization regardless of the rare
earth element. It was also found that a
phase-transition temperature from the fer-
roelectric state to the paraelectric one (i.e.,
Curie temperature) became lower by the
partial substitution. Such a change in the
ferroelectric properties suggests that the
crystal structures were varied significantly
by substituting Mo for Ti.

In order to clarify how the Mo
substitution affected the crystal structure,
we performed the Rietveld analysis us-
ing the neutron diffraction patterns. As for
all the prepared (Bi,Nd)4(Ti,Mo)3O12, the
structural parameters were well refined by
assuming a single phase of the layered
peroveskite-type structure (S. G.; B11n).
From the parameters, we calculated distor-
tions (quadratic elongations and bond an-
gle variances) in the crystals, and then clar-
ified that the distortions around the (Ti,Mo)
sites increased slightly by the partial sub-
stitution of Mo. Based on the results, it can
be considered that a higher distortion in the
Mo-substituted samples is one of the rea-
sons for the improvement of the ferroelec-
tric properties.
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